
 
 
 
Operator instability from 
Voiculescu to Gromov-
Lawson.  
 
 
Some background for the 
talk of Dadarlat next week. 
 
 

Thanks to Alex Lubotzky, 
Jianchao Wu, and Guoliang 
Yu 
 
 



 
 
Philosophy:  (Ulam). Is every 
“almost X” almost (an) X? 
 
 

This is close to the issue of 
testability. 
 
 
But, more generally, leads to 
lots of interesting math 
problems. 

This seminar is devoted to 
the representation version of 
this. 



From Ulam’s anecdotal 

history of the Scottish Book. 
 










































































































































































































































Examplesj

111 In analysis

Does every sequence where

Afi 0
converge to an

f where Af o

e G Dirichlet principle

Many notions of
convergence Pointwise

versus

IntegralSometimes
you exand the notion

of an f






































































































































Related to the problem of

invest lit y
compact operators are small

A
H T H

G s Z
n s

B

so that BAS I t compact is
AB s I t compact

A s invertible t Compect

Determine'd by Fredholm index

incl A clinker A din uh A






































































































































2 Kazhden Property T

A group P has Propetrty T it

for every unitary rep n

Tx V W

it
Hyr vllcefvllregen.at

then x is close to Mn

where
yV V where close'D lineinins






































































































































3
Expander graphs

T is an expander means that

it
ACT has

2A 5 0

then A SB with 213 10

is
normalized by size of AA






































































































































4 Ferry's theorem

Im For every connected closed

metric manifold M there's an

E 0 so that

f Mh N
nsm

M N comedy
can be moved a little to a homeo

if the N diam f t L E

ti homes diiamff.tn so
tht N






































































































































The analogue for f M N X F and you
consider f q n false for algebraic K theory
reasons Chapman Ferry Quinn

So now let's get to almost representation

Ut T be generated by r K let

Mpeg bi.iirar.at
Gi be a sequence of groups with norms.tl

1

We want to know it 8 O F E 0 so

that every E almost arepretendetion

p p G

is within 8 of representation fit G






































































































































There are modifications i.e allowing post

composition Gi Gj When the Gi are

nested

We will have Gi UCH

and H AH operator norm

sup HAI
veto Hull

For a fixed i this is trivial since

RIP c y
generator

is compact






































































































































Example T 21h Lz

An almost representations of T

Ac Utd

such that I Ak IH L E

Of course It can be diagosited

A
f

and we are asking that 1 if 2 E

Di root of unity e Eq






































































































































In general f n'ite group are stash

This can be done by a homological

argument or by using a Hamel basis t

Shur's lemma argument

Trivially free groups are stable

Voiculescu

The next case to coneider is 12
closedloop

www Idea t det I Wttw
Th

hes winding number 0 for commuting matrices
A

around constant



2. The Main Result. Fix once and for all an integer n � 7 and let wn = e2⇡i/n.
Voiculescu’s unitaries are defined by

Sn =

0

BBBB@

0 1
1 0

1 0
. . .

1 0

1

CCCCA
and ⌦n =

0

BBBB@

!n

!2
n

!3
n

. . .
!n

n

1

CCCCA
.

A few trivial and well known facts we shall need are in order

a) k⌦nSn � Sn⌦nk = |1� !n|
b) det(⌦n) = det(Sn) = (�1)n+1

c) Sn⌦nS⇤
n = !n⌦n

By (a) we have that for n large, ⌦n and Sn are in fact almost commuting.

Theorem. If X and Y are commuting n⇥ n complex matrices then

max
�
kX � ⌦nk, kY � Snk

 
�
p

2� |1� !n|� 1.

Proof. Let X and Y be commuting n⇥n matrices and let d = max
�
kX�⌦nk, kY �

Snk
 
. Assume by way of contradiction that d <

p
2� |1� !n|� 1.

For every t in [0, 1] let At = ⌦n + t(X � ⌦n) and Bt = Sn + t(Y � Sn) and define �t

to be the closed complex curve given by

�t(r) = det
�
(1� r)AtBt + rBtAt

�
, r 2 [0, 1].

For t = 1 we have that At and Bt commute so �1 is a constant curve. On the other
hand for t = 0 we have At = ⌦n and Bt = Sn hence

�0(r) = det
�
(1� r)⌦nSn + rSn⌦n

�
= det

�
(1� r)⌦n + rSn⌦nS⇤

n

�
det(Sn) =

(�1)n+1det
�
(1� r)⌦n + r!n⌦n

�
= (�1)n+1(1� r + r!n)n det(⌦n) = (1� r + r!n)n.

Note that as r goes from 0 to 1, (1� r + r!n) moves along the segment joining 1 to
!n in the complex plane. It follows that �0(r) is never zero and that it winds around zero
clockwise once.

Now, since the winding number is a homotopy invariant of closed curves in the complex
plane with the origin removed we shall arrive at a contradiction as soon as we prove that
�t(r) is never zero. Equivalently it su�ces to show that (1� r)AtBt + rBtAt is invertible
for all t and r which we do next by proving that the latter matrix is at a distance less than
one from the unitary matrix ⌦nSn.

We have

k(1� r)AtBt + rBtAt � ⌦nSnk  (1� r)kAtBt � ⌦nSnk+ rkBtAt � ⌦nSnk 

2














































































































































Cround const

Exel Loring's proof of Voiculescu Pree AMS

X Y

Ats straightpill
frrnxt.sn Bt straightpathfr.my

to An

A HpsAtorn
By 47psB toSn Id

I



(1� r)
�
kAtBt �AtSnk+ kAtSn � ⌦nSnk

�
+

r
�
kBtAt � SnAtk+ kSnAt � Sn⌦nk+ kSn⌦n � ⌦nSnk

�


(1� r)
�
kAtkkBt � Snk+ kAt � ⌦nkkSnk

�
+

r
�
kBt � SnkkAtk+ kSnkkAt � ⌦nk+ |1� !n|

�


(1� r)
�
(1 + d)d + d

�
+ r

�
d(1 + d) + d + |1� !n|

�
=

(1 + d)d + d + r|1� !n|  d2 + 2d + |1� !n|.

Now, since d <
p

2� |1� !n|� 1 we have

d2 + 2d + |1� !n| < 1.

ut

We do not claim that our estimate is optimal. For example, estimating k(1�r)AtBt +
rBtAt�⌦nSnk for r  1/2 and replacing ⌦nSn by Sn⌦n in a similar estimate for r � 1/2
we can prove that d �

p
2� |1� !n|/2� 1.
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Next week Dcderlat will explain how to

prove more than

theorem D If T s a linear group and some

I T Q 0 then P is not operator stable

My main goal
is to explain this for T

Id

a uniform lattice
ii 012N 1 following an

idea of Gromov Lawson in the 80

put this into a broader framework related

to the other examples I mentioned earlier






































































































































Subsidiary goals might or might not be achieved

a The analogous orthogonal story

b The role of element of finite order
to include groups which are concentrated

in odd dimensions e g fu Garland reasons

talking 4 Lubotzky Yn

c Stability is pretty rare but valuable for

proving non approximability result where might
one look

lol some quantitative questions e.g
E us d How

many different AR's are there






































































































































Voiculescu's theorem is T 21012

Htt G Q

The relevant geometry is fundle theory

Atl

x

KYO SQ XVlit
Prod






































































































































Over 0in Oj the maps
YjYI

COMO V inO TV
4 Yj

V

OMO

are f terwise line'm isometries
t

Every R vector bundle can be given an

inner product and wing 6 vector

bundle can be given a fitnwise

Hermitian product






































































































































Examples

at
a Moebius band

I it
SI

v

O
o

g
I Toru

o

O

b
TS can be made

complex when you

think of S as

the Riemann Sphere

Hairy Bell Theorem






































































































































4 Suppose M is compact and

P M Old

7 Uld

is a representation then

PF
i

FT x FYI F t.im

p
P

1

Mlp
M

is a bundle aesociitel to p
So you can study rep's via topology

a is of this sort I OLD

b is not as 4,154 0






































































































































Subhiamphy p Ek Vldl

2K x 5 D freely

qd In xp
Gd

t

Lens spate

fConstructions
on bundles

yJut.HPullback we r

t tf

p Whitney Sum
t
x

y exterior powers etc te all linear

constructions






































































































































d Enables for us two things

T M z
A best M to use for the

UpM ssi construction associated to
pDi on

4

BIT
xp
Eh BT Ethernet

so that for any BP
un.fm

MitMsp is 7BP textslide
on Ti

A classification of bundles

theorem d dimensional bundles over X
up

are in a l 1 correspondence with

X Grassmannii of F e F
N

TT N
spaceH Fd's ii f

Up to
homotopy

awe'll always assume X is a finite complex

to avoid technicalities






































































































































BP is a space homotopy type

associated to P

BP Is n

al

s 1 2

Example

Tn Ib

g.GLU te fa agb bg

Eg1TLai.biIse
etc

U






































































































































stingray

I

to

points iiX points

and th
ri the

vector space Grammannian

above them






































































































































Noh Gr F CF Gary
Gcd xGlN d

where 6 0 or U

so H Gr can be studied by

classical methods e.g Carter Borel etc

we will let N and focus on G

swessmennian

theorem HT d1xuw.nl

I Idc cz Cd

Where g EH

These are called Chern classes
00






































































































































Definition If Ti E H is a

if X Gsonannicin

complex vector bundle then we can

associate 4 19

Citi c H X D

using the theorems of the previous

two slides

There are more direct definitions of

Citi using other topology leg

Grothendieck or geometry Chern






































































































































Subwample pi In Uld

belting n sa then H t 5h
n

12

I k

for each i

Culp its symmetric function of

the rotation number defining p

So for the prime the Chern clades

determine the represented is but for

composite numbers not






































































































































Concretely measures th following

First for a line bundle

E
s I

choose a section that doesn't vanish

more than it has to At vertices no

Prohm fat edges you can easily do it

since Q fo is connected So for
each 2 simplex of X we get

9 D winding number of th seHin's

around 0 i's a local trivialization






































































































































over D

Note fixing over D is likely to

change the
2

chain over I

a
neighboring Dj g c HIX 2

is well defined

In general take E 2 and we 9 Sn

globally defined and take Snths Sn ant
take the winding number






































































































































Example
xtc

Ciii

At point zest glue zinc to

2,2 6 sending fz f to ft Zf

Has GEE I e H 5 Z

Ooo For higher dimensional Thr you get

g Uld did and take winding number

Our next goal is to understand a role

of almost representation in bundle theory

and what is special about their Chern classes






































































































































Bundle associated to AR

We would like
to Stneralizi th untrue ois

of the bundle over 5 from a

representation p I Uld
which only uses pl

HID

Brindleover

1

BP






































































































































f Connections on bundles

Flatness

A connection is a way to define

transport from fiber to fiber I

won't give the axiom but let's

consider an example

tH kIE xe

id on f.IE only






































































































































If
you go from

y
you always move ath films in
the same way by it really

depend
on where

you go through

For flat bundles i.e bundles coming
from representations

nearby curves
transport the same

way
but in

general there might






































































































































not be any way to define

a locally well detuned fiber

transport

Curvature and Chern classes
These local deviations are

measured by a 2 form Afrill values in Inky

9131 tn Nr

This is a hint about the symmetric
functions in Ek s V d

It torn out side Hml 2 i






































































































































but not by definition

So it curvature is small

end so c Hmc e

Cant therefore fit i Q

We are now ready to gird
a more sophisticated view
of Voiculescu exam k






































































































































A

Homie

t.gl rn

SuWhat do
you do over

aged Suhasini
closet id so

glue in






































































































































Mt xd

there's a
correspondence

Flat bundles over
Bundles with

X d
0 curvature

which Generalizes to

Almost flat bundles

over X Bundles

with smell

curvature






































































































































Games Gromov Moscovici Carr on Dartakt
Hunger

Xm An almost

flat bundle over 9

simply connected space is

always
topologically trivial

If Es
ex E might

be tiny






































































































































Warding E does depend on 4

If one rescales X

xfc

curvature is multiplied by
k

so you can always uselessly make

curvature small We need a fixed X






































































































































The upshot is that we have the following

4 For a sufficiently good AR of P

we get a bundle over BP

Iii For sufficiently close AR's

the bundles are topologically isomorphic

Hii The rational Chem classes of

any flat bundle
bundle associate

to a presentct.in vanish

This explains the Voiculescu example






































































































































For later developments it's

important to know that

CLASSICAL FACT

For every n there is a

complex vector bunde 15h

with en to c HMS

In fact

Bolt's theorem

Complex vector bundle over 52kt

ane all stably trivial and over 52N

are in a l 1 correspondence with

the multiples of ch p in HYMER






































































































































This says K 1041 s I k n

and
Tiz Un 0 hm

Which is the beginning of why this is

called Bolt's periodicity theorem

It's at the foundation's of K theory

Definition

Taxied In e

bundles of the same

One also add informally
dimension so that

neatirie dimensional trivial bundle
E b 3 E






































































































































if

We don't need K theory yet but

last week already we sew a traitor

with the same letter play a role

in
proving positive stability results

Theorems Atiyah Hirzebruch
1950s

KIX Q s It Xia

When X is a finite complex

KIX is finitely generated so we

obtain






































































































































Cog A flat bundle

over a finite complex

e.g compact manifold

always gives an element of

finite order in K theory

Not true for a
complexes

or for almost
representations

Hence k theoretic obstruction to

stability






































































































































Gromov Lawson Konstruction
Hg

g
l lu

a

5h

Curvature of ytg is related

to curvature of
Eg and

Lip y






































































































































Gromov Lawson LConstruction
43

S
l lu

st

1y2h
g2n

Deviation
That

accumulatefrom invariance
of
transport over

accumulated over

D

so curvature gets molt by liply
Z






































































































































Gromov Lawson LConstruction

Ao

A gas

f
f brink

i






































































































































Gromov Lawson fonstruction

I
Go

Is Jai

i






































































































































Grom
Lawson Ionstruction

t y
Ad

figs sofa

i






































































































































Pictured

ie
C

1

Ep Eq






































































































































Ty for flat bundle corresponds

to

Ind Rep D Rep T

for a finite index subgroup
of T

tote the curvature doesn't
change with Tl

operator norm is non Aichimedia






































































































































I 311 4 01311

sup Hall IBD

and small D's in 14 lift to

the same smell A's in MT just
a lot of them






































































































































So we have

Theorem of Gromov Lawson

If M s

47

Great semisimple T
a uniform lattice then

M has a family of almost
flat bundle which are

not close to flat bundles
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1






































































TY Typically e l T

in a high rank group

the dimension of the bundle is

d S explet

The number that can be produced

that are different from one

another is eh for some

44
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Does this mean anything

Let's use the trick again

gh

ion

l
ice






































































































































6
2 Any homotopy Toru has a cover

that's a torus Indeed ALL large enough

Covers

Aside This is circular reasoning but it

illustrates an argument that works

Cording The tangent bundle of T
is trivial

i.e We controlled an arbitrary element of

K Tn via this trick

Nyt Rank KH 2h






































































































































Issues involved with topological versus

differentiable which I must ignore

Also
Em c KOCH not KIM

KO s k theory based on real

orthogonal vector bundle

There are maps

g
KUM KIM KOCH

Q
forgetR






































































































































So KO M ZEE is a summand

of KLM 2843

Corotary of GL For MY s

p

one does not have orthogonal group

stability

Kam H tM Q






































































































































Nj For 22 one does

have orthogonal group stability

Loring Sorenson 2014

Speculation For IT hyperbolic

3 manifold orthogonal

stability holds






































































































































Gromov and Lawson were interested

in controlling all of K theory

to underhand the geometry

of M's with

M K BT

having 4 6143 e OeH lBT Q






































































































































but for their purpose they

didn't need to worry about

odd dimension or even

anything below the top

Alas we must skip the rest

of this story However

we will say that






































































































































thru the work of

Higson Kasparov

Skendalis Tu Yu

Guenther Higson W

one sees that for T

a torsion tree linear group

of
generalisation of the Atiyeh

singer

NBT 7 K Ctp
iiiYwam

May

is split injective






































































































































Gromov and Lawson essentially

found a map

Hetman R

associated to a weak hint

of almost flat bundles

Dadarlet uses more sophisticated

P algebra technique






































































































































to get 91 homomorphism

from the i image

KCBM i KCC T

to come from almost flat

bundles assuming en approx

condition ont
and th splitting is good

It is related to a non

commutative Fredholm index






































































































































Dadaist obtain

theorem If P is a linear

group and for some 170

A

H t BT a to that

is not unitary stable

Unform lattice result of GL

is a very special case






































































































































Similarly it some H BBQ
0

Then T is not
orthogonally

stable

FINAL REMARKS

There's more K theory

There's more than K theory






































































































































I More in K theory

97 Obviously one can use torsion's in KlBD

and KO BT to work But it's not so

direct because of torsion that B
does come from representations

b We didn't take the torsion in T

seriously enough

Example d x 22 gets twice as

many AR's a D does






































































































































So if T ha a Dx Ek inside

one can potentially use H lDiQ
to detect almost representations

GL example

µ

pre
s C

Has 2102 equivariant

vector bundles

on it

and then play all the same genes






































































































































The Gromov Lawson types of geometry have

been geometrised by a bunch of people

and part of the Baum Connes conjecture

An unconditional result is that it

T contains torsion than
klckma.tn

modnloth pmt coming from BT

is always an infinite group

has a homo to Rl still mysterious

Some lattices with only odd
cohomology are still

not unitary stake






































































































































2 More than K theory

13512,3 s b a b'a b

One can calculate that TLC 135 2,3
g b

is a homological isomorphism t K theory

isomorphism so one would guess that it
state But it t not

theorem Dendulat BSlm n is never

stable when not residually finite In

particular 13512,31






































































































































The proof is similar to the

de Chitte Gleb
y Lubotzky Thon

argument which shows non Frobenius

approximability from non residual finiteness

and Frobenius stability

He uses residual amenability to get

Matrix approxiniability so he deduces

non stability from non residual

finiteness

YTikuisis White writer






































































































































I

a bl a'b'a P

a a
i 13512,3 B.SK 3

b b

is surjective and he

b a b a b a bab in the

kernel

THE END




